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ABSTRACT
I
This report presents free air gravity values and
computed free air anomalies obtained on an equatorial
traverse from 09°00'E. to 37°56'W. It is the second of
a series of reports presenting the gravity data to be used
in deriving a "ground truth" calibration grid for comparison
with topographical details of the world oceans obtained by
a radar altimeter in an earth satellite scheduled to fly
in 1974. A previous report (WHOI Technical Report #71-68)
gave similar values taken on a traverse along the 150 OW.
meridian from 62.9°S. to 57.5° N.
INTRODUCTION
An orbiting satellite carrying a radar altimeter
operating over the world oceans will provide a topographic
map of the sea surface over wide selected areas and in
time series. With such rapid, cyclic and far-ranging
mapping of the ocean surface configuration, it is possible
that changes in the sea and unexpected phenomena may be
revealed which up to now remain undetected by conventional
methods. NASA has altered the payload and orbit of the
GEOS-C geodetic satellite now scheduled to fly in 1974 to
accomodate the first of such oceanographic experiments.
To provide check points and calibration data for
comparison with the values measured by orbiting altimeter,
this WHOI/ONR proj ect has concerned itself with measurement
of a "ground truth" grid of gravity values and subsequent
determination of the topography of the geoid along preselected
traverses which eventually will comprise a grid which must
be crossed at frequent intervals by the satellite. WHOI
Reference #71-68, "Hudson '70 Gravity Observations 62.9°S.-
H57. 5°N. Along l500W., presented data from the North South
Pacific profile (von Arx, W. S., D. C. Bowen, J. P. Dean,
R. T. Haworth, 1971).
The gravity data contained in this report were taken
during a gravimetric arc run by the RV Atlantis II in the
early summer of 1971 from Luanda to Trinidad along the equator
from 09°00'E. to 37°56'W. (See Figure 1) The results of this
cruise will be used with values obtained in the
Indian and Pacific Oceans by RV Chain in 1971 to complete
the equatorial belt portion of the planned "ground truth"
grid.
The magnitude of gravity at the sea surface was
measured with the Ambac D4e VSA gravimeter installed on
the Sperry Mark 19 gyrocompass stable platform. The drift
of the meter was found to be -0.1 mgl. /day, and this correction
was applied to the observed gravity values. A Magnavox CA-706
Satellite Navigation receiver was used to determine the
Eötvös correction by interpolation and close control of the
ship speed and heading between fixes.
Table I contains the free air gravity values obtained
by applying the Eötvös and gravimeter drift corrections to
the observed gravity readings.
Table II is the free air anomaly values with reference
to the 1930 International Formula gravity values. (negative
values in italics).
Table III is the free air anomaly values with reference
to the 1964 formula adopted by the IAU. (Negative values in
italics) .
Figure 2 is a graphic representation of the gravity
profile obtained on this equatorial arc averaged over 1 degree,
the 1930 and 1964 standard earths, and the 1970 gravity values
derived by the Smithsonian Astrophysical Observatory from
satellite data.
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